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Updated: Check-out the next cited: rum’s theory [number 3] on cited: amazon-amazon k; 

as available thru; this link:  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B075SMS13S/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1505955829&sr=8-

1&keywords=goura+fotadar 

which is free for five days including and starting tomorrow; or free always thru cited: kindleunlimited; 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B075SMS13S/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1505955829&sr=8-1&keywords=goura+fotadar
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B075SMS13S/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1505955829&sr=8-1&keywords=goura+fotadar
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tag[s]: with cited: rum’s theory next in mind, as will be soon available through cited: amazon-amazon k.; 

structural art translations i.e. how to fill out forms; homeless analogies; public welfare; emergency and 

crisis-catastrophe counseling.  

theme: hard 

theme music citation: rhye shed some blood thru npr dot org  

theme: as a cultural effect catch notice the similarity depicted in keyboard art emulation in the 

accompanying date’s fiction posting; at this time already posted.  

 

I thought it would be really hard; to describe this image I had in my mind likely comprised by several 

other images already in existence outside of my mind. The instances of existance ?  

First there is the consumer economics; somebody I don’t know sponsored me $20 during the last recent 

holiday without my asking; and I used it to buy along with other things a drink at cited: Peets where I 

used to shop regularly before I started “working” entirely for no cash; i.e. or no personal cash gain. Of 

course in the basics of semantics; the uneducated and this does not mean college only here as the actual 
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semblance [also known as semblanc] of education for of b.a.[s] there are still other coinciding indicators 

of college education equivalents [brainstorm and-or updated review: what are they at present or may 

be at present]; this means the absence of its equivalent by especially a relative time of a relative age; in 

any case, continued: theme: think wine; such defined uneducated, consider any work production by one 

where one does not garner personal cash gain; to be non-work. I’m not sure? But I thought for sure that 

work was measured on [bins of:] entropy or something like the actual working definitions of entropy. 

Think: bins of entropy ; or thermoreactors or whatever that might become or whatever that’s called that 

that might become.  

Does the definition of cash entropy exist to perhaps explain the above loosely tossed oppositions in 

non-external to entropy frameworks.  

 

“wormhole” cited; 

Of course on the or from the last posting on ‘tis advanced think tank’s blog: is a “wormhole” cited; as is 

many this type at least of drinking cup. Is the taste entering your mouth; the so-called in this case; 

flowering bucket; ooh the taste!  

In any case; the first drink I bought on the sponsorship budget of $20 came along with a free second 

drink before the month of mid-point December of this year; since the drink I wanted; my past regular 

purchase took a while to make; I guess when I’m not in the work market no? personal cash gain market? 

Nobody has such regularly sophisticated tastes; and that’s just a bit of a personal joke. I was working on 

this “wormhole” cited; counseling analysis; and only upon the purchase of the second given drink weeks 

later; I believe; of course the “wormhole” cited; [seen, noticed] was obvious.  

 

Straws to straw.  

When nothing else; fill with things that are free in this personal contextual economy and that smell 

good; and things that others? Judge. See the blue; save the straw; to remind me, you that the pine is like 

straw.  

Atrophy aform 

Isn’t trash even recycling trash; atrophy of some variant. Or at lease the internalized definition of 

atrophy in our nearly recent though perhaps near former version of Bay Area Societe.  

Atrophy = something like trash or trash even recycled trash [for at least this posting anyhow] 

Aform can of course mean the obvious a form; or like [aform] without form [for at least this posting 

anyhow] 
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And how is this “wormhole” cited; without form. Well; in the abstract and phenomenological definition 

of use even; it is a form when filled with the substance that was meant by this type of “wormhole” cited; 

and then when filled with another substance is the “wormhole” cited; in stasis of form completion; how 

would this translate into a written form; I mean a form outline meant or rather signified to be filled out. 

Yes; there’s the standard if even updated form; of form block; that is roughly the same for all needed 

filling outers. Or even for repeated filling outs by the same individual / group; it’s a quick delete to 

empty with the same roughly outlined form accessible if even updated; but what else.  

In economics of housing: 

The form for example is you have a place to live: 

The form mandates or should or is expected to at least in progressive parts of the world: 

A place to live that complies with: the height of safety, hygiene, and security standards and such intra-

inter connections in facet subdivision of comply ament.  

[whether you have to pay-affordable-to-you for it; or not; or have already enough times or not.] 

You may have to fill out a physical form or several to get placed in such a place of housing; 

And in the form or of the form you may be identified: the term of how long … or how long planned with 

openness of extension.  

 

Otherwise; you are qualified as yes, homeless.  

 

Then; there are the variants of homelessness: 

In shelter : where likely the same standards or should of a place to live comply; 

And outside shelter: or on the-streets where certain local “police departments” trial you into arrest for 

simply that alone.  

In any case; the most basic start-out point would be the akin tactic of what might comprise of a form on 

homelessness outdoors; since at point of existence ; this; there is hardly such a form.  [remember 

hardly ; citing: the four interviews ]  

A working rough draft Homeless Form: Standards of Society Mandating Progression.  

citing: various interacted with sources in the past several yarns or so. 

I. Where is your primary rest-spot: 

II. Why are you at this specified location in terms of rest-spot: 

III. Do you have to pay the city or locative marker incorporated or not for such a rest-spot: 
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IV. Any other regularly accessed rest-spots:  

V. If you pay for your rest-spots; how do you pay for your rest-spot[s]: 

VI. What relevant weather barriers do you have for your rest-spot[s]:  

VII. How many others do you see regularly akin or close-to your rest-spot 

VIII. Do any of them threaten your personal safety: 

IX. Do you use the “police” local or otherwise; when your safety is threatened 

If so is their version of remediation effective in your experience 

X. Do you have a criminal record. If so is it reformed. If so; did your criminal record form 

around circumstances of homelessness. 

XI. Would you be interested in suing those you believe caused you into a lifestyle of 

homelessness; or are you more satisfied in homeless existence than otherwise were. If you 

have no experience with non-homelessness, what have you heard or do you expect being 

housed is like:  

XII. Have you otherwise legally declared your rest-spot[s] 

 

This hereby is an additional or singular declaration of so-called so-so’s outside of housing 

living rest spot as an outside homeless or street person[s]. 

 

[Please sign to qualify for homeless rest-spot rights] 

 


